Nothing screams fun like toys based on classic literature! So it is no surprise that you have been contacted by the Double-Plus-Good Toy Company to design a line of plastic action figures based on the characters of *Animal Farm*.

**Your Task:** Design an action figure based on one character from *Animal Farm*. Your action figure must have the following components:

- **3 Accessories:** Accessories are small plastic items that accompany the main action figure. They might be items that the character would have in their possession. For example, Mollie the Mare might have sugar cubes as an accessory.

- **3 Features:** Features are things that your action figure can do. Maybe the action figure changes colors when placed in water or some of its parts have special movements. For example, a Snowball action figure might wave its arms dramatically while giving speeches.

- **1 Saying:** Your toy will speak a line when a certain button is pushed. Decide what your action figure will say. For example, a sheep action figure might say, “Four legs good. Two legs baaaaad.”

- **Vehicle:** Design a vehicle to accompany your action figure. For example, Boxer the horse might drive a Mustang or have a cart to pull.

- **An “Also Collect” Item:** This is a small advertisement for another item that complements the one you are designing. For example, Farmer Jones might advertise a farmhouse playset.

**Requirements:** Draw your action figure on a single sheet of paper and make it colorful. Be as creative and humorous as you can, yet remember to tie all of the action figure’s details back to the novel. For example, having a dog action figure that simply barks is not a connection to the novel. But if you have a dog action figure that wags its tail when Napoleon is near, this is a connection to the novel.
Boxer the Horse

Saying
"I will work harder!"

Features:
1. Kicks attacking farmers
2. Pulls stone from quarry
3. Lays down from exhaustion

Accessories:
1. Horse shoe for kick attackers
2. Rope and stone to pull rock
3. Cart to pull

Vehicle:
1. Mustang

Advertisement:
1. Also collect
Mollie the Mare!

-I WILL WORK HARDER-

-NAPOLEON IS ALWAYS RIGHT-
Muriel The Goat

**Saying**
- "All animals are equal, but some are more equal than others."

**Features**
- Reads quotes from the book.
- Reads off letters from the alphabet.
- Reads off the commandments before and after being changed.

**Playset**
- Can win with the seven commandments.

**Also Collect**
- Booklet based on Muriel's point of view on the Animal Farm

**Accessories**
- Megaphone
- Reading glasses
- Newspaper scraps